There always exists semantic hierarchical relationship in text classification. Therefore, it's inevitable to organize documents in accordance with the hierarchical structure. Based on confusion matrix, this paper attempted to adopt two different algorithms including hierarchical clustering and confusion category to build hierarchical structure of document category, and finally made use of hierarchical classification to carry on experiment, results of which showed that the confusion category strategy is superior to hierarchical clustering strategy and recall and precision of flat classification are both improved.
Introduction
In the text classification process, document categories are always regarded to be in the same plane level rather than intersectant [1] . However, in the case that a document library is particularly large with lots of document categories or document category differentia is small, or document category itself has a semantic hierarchical structure, people always tend to organize, manage and classify documents in the document library in accordance with the concept hierarchical structure. Therefore, hierarchical oriented text classification has become a hot issue in the field of text classification [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Hierarchical structure of document categorization is equivalent to a tree called as the document categorization tree. Root node of categorization tree represents the entire document library, and other nodes represent classes. Leaf node is the base class or subclass, while the other nodes are super class or parent class [1] . McCallum made use of Naive Bayes to carry on hierarchical classification, allowing documents to belong to any category that non-root node corresponds. As for the category with relatively sparse data, shrinkage techniques were used in its parameter estimation [3] . In accordance with hierarchical structure of document categorization, Koller tiered up and differentiated the hierarchical classification into every partial classification problem, and used very few features to establish classifier in each internal node of category hierarchy [4] . The premise of problems these studies are to solve is that: the document categorization to be divided has evidently semantic hierarchical relationship, and hierarchical structure is usually manually built by the user.
What the paper is to solve is: how to automatically build hierarchical structure of document categorization according to confusion matrix produced by plane classifier. The paper first introduced the basis to build hierarchical structure of document categorization: confusion matrix, and then concretely introduced two building methods of hierarchical structure of document categorization: hierarchical clustering and confusion category. Finally, according to these two methods respectively, the method of hierarchical classification was used to make test of document classification which were also analyzed and compared.
Confusion matrix
Usually, errors of statistical classifier are showed in confusion matrix. Confusion matrix is widely used in pattern recognition. According to confusion matrix, Wan Hao made use of HAC (Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering) to build a two-tier hierarchical classifier based on error correction strategy to achieve whole aspect range HRRP recognition [5] . Based on confusion matrix of the consonants perception of Chinese synthetic speech, Zhang Jialu evaluated Chinese speech synthesis system, and with comparison of definition of natural language and synthetic language in the different language levels he studied defects of the system in terms of the prosodic features [6] . Godbole combined rapidness of Naive Bayes classifier and precision of SVM classifier, and according to the document category confusion matrix he made SVM classifier be applied to various categories classification as well as ultra-large-scale document classification [7, 8] .
The following is a brief introduction of confusion matrix.
is given and confusion matrix of classifier can be expressed as: Among them, ij n refers that the number of category i c is identified as the category j c by classifier..
n refers that the number of samples in the category i c is correctly identified by classifier; if j i ≠ , ij n indicates that the number of category i c is wrongly identified as category i c by classifier.
Confusion matrix CM represents space distribution of category C , reflecting the recognition performance of the classifier: the i line responds the recall of the category i c , while the j column reflects precision of the category j c . Ideally, if the classifier's recall and precision are both 100%, then only the diagonal elements of confusion matrix is non-zero value.
The confusion matrix of classifier can be gotten if training data is used to build a classifier which is then tested in the training document set. For example, Table 1 is confusion matrix by testing on 934 documents in 10 categories using the KNN method. Of course the above confusion matrix can also be normalized. Table 1 An example of confusion matrix 
Hierarchical structure
A document hierarchical structure can be built by making confusion matrix as a priori knowledge, that is, the hierarchical structure category tree. This paper presents two kinds of hierarchical structure building methods.
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Using hierarchical clustering algorithm to build hierarchical structure. Usually there are two kinds of hierarchical clustering algorithms: agglomerative and divisive. The agglomerative algorithm starts from n subcategory which each contains only one data point. In each step of the algorithm, agglomerate the two most similar categories to form a new cluster, thus the number of clusters every time reduces one, and when all the data fall into a cluster, the algorithm ends. Divisive algorithm starts in a major category, and gradually be divided until the formation of n categories, with each category a separate individual. Usually, divisive algorithm has low computational efficiency [1] . This paper uses agglomerative algorithm. The steps are as follows:
(1) in confusion matrix, a row or column each plane category corresponds to forms a vector as individual of the category in the clustering; n categories form n individuals (as n category) and then calculate the mutual distance pq d among n individuals, thus forming a n n × symmetric matrix ) 0 ( D with its diagonal elements 0, as
(2) Select the smallest element in D , and so on, until the n categories are clustered into a major category. Fig.1 is category hierarchical structure after clustering data of the confusion matrix in Table 1 using SPSS. 
And in the condition that the recognition result is i c , the probability of samples from the category j c is: considers the precision. These two confusion categories can be used to build the category hierarchical structure. However, if a different confusion category is used, the category hierarchical structure is also different, because they are considered from different angles. For example, set threshold value t to be 5%, according to the confusion matrix in Table 1 , confusion category of the "environment" category is is more in line with the intuitive image of people, and the experimental results also proved that the category hierarchical structure built by using ) ( which better shows precision as confusion category to build document category hierarchical structure.
According to confusion category in each category, fix on threshold value t, then a two-tier category hierarchical structure can be built.
The first layer: composed by k nodes, respectively represent k plane categories in the plane category set;
The second layer: as for category i c each node of the first layer corresponds to, if ) ( 2 i c CF is empty, then this node does not exist a sub node, otherwise, its sub node is category ) ( 2 i c CF i ∪ . The selection of the threshold value t is critical. If t is too large, confusion category in many categories is the empty set. If t is too small, confusion category in many categories will be so many to increase the number of hierarchical classifier, affecting the speed of classification. It was found that t is generally more appropriate to select from 3% to 5%. Fig.2 is the category hierarchical structure built for confusion matrix in Table 1 , when t takes the value 4%.
Fig.2 Hierarchical structure built by confusion category

Hierarchical classification
There is no difference between hierarchical classification and plane classification; first select the classifier, and then make classifier training. However, hierarchical classification still has its unique characteristics.
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In the learning stage of hierarchical classification, build a classifier respectively for each internal node in the document category hierarchy tree; in the classification stage, upon the arrival of a document to be classified, firstly assign it to some category with the top-layer classifier, then use the classifier to continue to classify documents, and proceed it until the documents are assigned to a base class. The problem of this classification process is that: if the upper-layer classifier made a wrong classification, mistake would continue to the end. A way to solve this problem is to consider taking a number of classification paths when classifying downwards, and then to compare results through different paths. A safer method is to consider all of the classification paths, and finally choose an optimal classification path, then the bass class the classification corresponds to is the category where the document is. The specific hierarchical classification method is showed in References [1] .
Experimental results
The document sets in the experiment were divided into two parts: the document set D1 and document set D2. D1 is composed of 2815 documents in 10 categories, including 1881 training documents and 934 test documents, with training documents more evenly distributed; D2 is composed of 3395 documents in 38 categories, including 2256 training documents and 1139 test documents with training documents unevenly distributed, that is, some are less than 20, while some as many as 200. Fig.3 shows experimental results when t varies by building hierarchical structure based on confusion category aimed at the document set D1 with hierarchical classification.
Fig.3 Classification performance when t varies
It can be seen from Fig.3 that there is a clear performance change for hierarchical classifier when t varies. Generally, with the gradual increase of t, the precision and recall of classifier gradually decrease with the recall rate reducing relatively flat, while the precision decreases more significantly. In addition, it is worth noting that: when t is in the interval [0.01,0.03] precision increases as t increases. This is because that when t is too small, the following two questions will occur:
(1)confusion matrix is produced by some plane classifier, during the classification which may wrongly assign some documents to some category due to inappropriate parameters selection of the plane classifier or rather special certain documents, while during hierarchical classification, the classifier may be able to correctly identify these documents, so if t is too small, it will actually affect precision and recall rate of the hierarchical classification.
(2) if t is too small, confusion category of many categories will be numerous, which on one hand has increased the complexity of hierarchical classifier and affected the speed of hierarchical classification and on the other hand, also has increased the error probability of hierarchical classifier.
Therefore, in the experiment, the values from 0.03 to 0.05 as for t are more appropriate.
In addition, in order to evaluate and compare the above two hierarchical structure building methods, the paper made related experiments. In the experiment, the hierarchical classification uses two methods of KNN and SVM, and performance evaluation standard adopts precision and recall.
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The results are shown in Table 2 where there lists the average precision of classifier in terms of document sets D1 and D2 with the use of different classification methods and different classification strategies. 
Conclusions and summary
This paper described confusion matrix of the classifier, and built hierarchical structure of document category by using hierarchical clustering and confusion category which are analyzed and compared based on confusion matrix. Experimental results showed that: (1) hierarchical structure of document category built by confusion category method is significantly superior to that of hierarchical clustering method, mainly because the confusion category method takes account of asymmetry among the confusion categories; (2) using the same classification methods( like KNN), result of confusion category strategy is better than that of plane classification, while the classification performance of hierarchical clustering strategy is related to the specific application.
